Better music through ultimate direct coupling Ceraone by finite elemente

New: The popular CERA HiFi component feet now available as entry-level model

Finite elemente expands its sound enhancing Cera series with the new entry-level model Ceraone, offering excellent value for money.

Based on the well-proven CERA technology, which was specifically developed for this purpose, the only 26mm high component feet for HiFi components such as CD- and DVD players, amplifiers or loudspeakers simply “draw off” unwanted resonance directly where it evolves. The advantage: no resonance accumulation, no “over-damping”, no loss of sound.

The cutting edge, award-winning technology of the leading manufacturer of innovative high-end racks offers demanding fans of music through direct coupling of their audio components better resolution, better soundstage, better dynamics. And better music.

Ceraone comes in a convenient set of 4 pieces, in silver or black anodized aluminum. Now available!

Recommended retail price per set: 99,- €

And remember: Music is my first love!
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